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Nominal predicted plasma conditions in a compact ignition tokamak are 
illustrated by transport simulations using experimentally calibrated plasma 
transport models. The range of uncertainty in these predictions is explored 
by using various models which have given almost equally good fits to exper
imental data. Using a transport model which best fits the data, thermonu
clear ignition occurs in a Compact Ignition Tokamak design with major 
radius 1.32 m, plasma half-width 0.43 m, elongation 2.0, and toroidal field 
and plasma current ramped in six seconds from 1.7 to 10.4 T and 0.7 to 
10 MA, respectively. Ignition is facilitated by '20 MW of heating deposited 
off the magnetic axis near the 3 He minority cyclotron resonance layer. Un
der these conditions, sawtooth oscillations are small and have little impact 
on ignition. Tritium inventory is minimized by preconditioning most dis
charges with deuterium. Tritium is injected, in large frozen pellets, only 
after minority resonance preheating. Variations of the transport model, im
purity influx, heating profile, and pellet ablation rates, have a large effect. 
on ignition and on the maximum beta that can be achieved. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Compact Ignition Tokamak (CIT) is designed to explore the physics 
of fusion ignition for close to the minimum possible cost. To accomplish 
this, the engineering design teams have tried to choose nearly the smallest 
machine size compatible with ignition. The initial design has necessarily 
been done with relatively simple prescriptions for the limits on global con
finement, tlie ratio of thermal to magnetic pressure, plasma density, etc. 1 

This paper examines the range of expected plasma performance in a 
compact ignition device. The focus will be on using traiisport models which 
are more complete and better calibrated against experiments than those 
used in the preliminary studies referred to above. The machine parameters 
examined are given in Table I. These come from a systems code analysis 
and arc representative of designs under consideration for construction. 3 We 
use two types of transport models: empirical 3 and seinieiiipirica].4 Each 
model has radial variation of diffusion coefficients aimed at reproducing ex
perimental plasma profiles. Both models are synoptic, in the sense that they 
are based on energy confinement scalings from both ohmic and auxiliary 
heating. Both models have been coded into the same upgraded 1-1/2-D 
version of the BALDl'R transport code. 5 , 6 

The version of the BALDUR code used here solves the flux-surface-
average transport ecmations5 
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where V is the volume within a flux surface labelled by p. V = dV/dp. 
{• • •) is the flux surface average operator, f is the poloidal flux per unit 
radian (u*] /2»r) , and RBj is the major radius times toroidal field. Here. 
all time derivatives and all transport fluxes are taken relative to surfaces 
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with constant toroidal flux, and p must be a function of toroidal flux inde
pendent of time. Additional convection terms are introduced when these 
equations are rewritten using any other convenient flux surface label (such 
as half-width). The foJlowing quantities are appropriately averaged over 
each magnetic surface: the partial and total ion densities na and n^, the ion 
particle fluxes and sources TQ and 5",,, the ion and electron thermal diffu-
sivities \ , and \» , the ion and electron temperatures (in joules) T, and Ttt 

the ion and electron energy sources S; and Se. and the parallel neoclassical 
resistivity TJ. The magnetic surfaces are computed using a scalar pressure 
equilibrium moments code.'" 9 

Throughout this paper, we take 

r„ = -Davr>0 + r ™ (4) 
X. = «.X« + xf, (5) 

d - c, = 3/2, (6) 

where a, is normally chosen to be 0.2. Here F™° includes the Ware pinch 
for hydrogen isotopes 6 and the remaining neoclassical fluxes for all species 
from the banana-plateau formulas of Hawryluk et a l . ' 0 Each impurity is 
treated as a single type of ion, whose charge is given by coronal equilibrium. 
For the ion thermal diffusivity \fH of Chang and Hinton, 1 1 we use e = 
r,'R, where R is the midpoint of the flux surface and r is the half-width. 
Other neoclassical contributions to energy transport are neglected. The 
convection coefficients c, = c e = 3/2 are appropriate for at least some types 
of turbulent t ranspor t . 1 2 , 1 3 

Auxiliary heating is concentrated within —5 cm of the initial and final 
3 He cyclotron resonance, located at r = a /2 in the reference simulations 
below (where a is the half-width of the bounding flux surface). The distri
bution of the auxiliary heating is 75% to the ions and 25% to the electrons. 3 

This version of BALDUR assumes concentric circular flux surfaces for the 
Monte-Carlo computation of neutral t ransport 1 4 ind first orbit losses and 
slowing down of fast alpha particles. 1 5 

In succeeding sections of this paper, we describe the diffusion coefficients 
used, and we explain to what extent they have been calibrated against ex
perimental data. We then show reference CIT discharge simulations and 
illustrate the effect of variations in the transport coefficient scaling, impu
rity concentration, pellet ablation, heating profile, and sawtooth period. 
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The accuracy of the transport models ;md stability of the resulting plasma 
profiles are then discussed. Finally, we discuss implications for CIT design 
and operation, and the need for further analysis. 

II. TRANSPORT MODELS 

Here we use transport coefficients based on both ohmic and non-ohmic 
heating discharges. This is necessary because the global skin time tsym = 
~a2Ka/( 10'';) for our CIT parameters, 

' s k i n " {^eV/ 3 ' 2 ( ? ) 

is comparable to the discharge time, even before auxiliary heating. The 
temperature profile during ohmic heating could therefore have a persistent 
influence on the radial profile of the plasma current. 

We limit ourselves to two sets of transport coefficients, which we refer to 
as the "empirical" and the "semieinpirical" models, which have previously 
been tested (directly or indirectly) against a variety of experimental data. 
The first set is from a purely empirical model based primarily on the global 
energy confinement scaling described by Kaye and Cioldston.1 6 The second 
set of transport coefficients comes from the direct experimental calibration 
of a semiempirical model based on the work of Pfeiffer and Waltz. 1 7 The 
comparison of predictions from these models with experimental data is 
described in detail elsewhere. 1 5 The relation of this semiempirical model to 
theory is discussed below. 

A. Empirical Model 
1. Transport Coefficients 

Houlberg 3 has extensively modelled earlier versions of CTT with an em
pirical transport model based, in part, on a global energy confinement scal
ing described bv Kave and Goldston 1 6 

T%™ = 3.82 s 1 0 " n - " " "" >""•— (8) 
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where / is the toroidal plasma current, na is the ratio of maximum height 
to width of the bounding flux surface. B„ is the toroidal magnetic field, R0 

is the major radius to the midpoint of the bounding flux surface, nt is the 
line-average electron density along the midplane, and P is the total heating 
power (without correction for radiative losses). (AU quantities here and 
below are in SI units except where indicated in the text.) This formula for 
T£ u x is scaled with the arithmetic mean ion mass (in ainuj and is combined 
as the inverse square with an approximate ohmic scaling, 

r°» = 7 x l0-:2ncRoazqcyl (9) 

to give 

>„OH\~2 
-1/2 

(10) rE')~2 +(*LHT%nI y/Ai/1.5)' 

For application in BALDUR, we take 1 9 

q c y l = 2.5 x 10S[1 -f K ; ( 1 -f 26l)}[a2BJ(RJ)} 

and we take A, to be the arithmetic mean ion mass (in amu), averaged over 
the plasma volume. For a heuristic, empirical, high confinement mode (H-
mode) model, we retain the same boundary flux surface and follow Houlberg 
by setting am = 2. 

The diffusion coefficients in our implementation of this empirical model 
a r e , . 

{l~K-)TE 

.X, = 0 .2 A «-r .xr" , (12) 
Da = 0.2Xt. (13) 

There are some minor differences between our implementation of this model 
and Houlberg's. 3 We use line-averaged density (rj t) instead of volume aver
aged (i'n e}). and 2 K ; / ( 1 +«a) instead of the local flux surface average geome
try factor l/((Vp)~). These should be 10 - 20% effects for the CIT ignition 
simulations shown here. Houiberg 3 has also included a small anomalous 
pinch term, which is not included here. The formulas used here repro
duce the value of rg from Eq. (10) at the maximum achieved {/?) with 
aiff = 1 when used in BALDUR for the CIT simulations shown here. 
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Houlberg needed a somewhat larger leading coefficient when similarly us
ing the WHIST code to match rE in Eq. (10) for an earlier set of CIT 
parameters. 

2. P r e s c r i b e d Cond i t i ons 

The time evolutions of the boundary conditions and constraints used 
in our simulations are shown in Fig. 1. The plasma is initiated at time 
t = 0 with / = 0.7 MA plasma current, B0 = 1.7 T toroidal field, and 
(n) = 4.0 y 10 1 9 m" 3 . The vacuum toroidal field rises rapidly at first and then 
more slowly in order to approximate a linear rise in the toroidal magnetic 
energy, consistent with the power supplies available. The linear rise, fiat 
top, and fall of the toroidal plasma current are consistent with the poloidal 
field coil systems in the design. A maximum volume average density of 
6 x 10 3 0 m~ 3 was chosen for simulations with the empirical model on the 
basis of Houlberg's work. 3 During start-up, the volume average density was 
constrained to be 

. 1 0 1 4 / 
in.) < 0.5 - - . (14) 

which leaves a comfortable margin with respect to the limit on the line 
average density of 10 1 4 « q J ~- 10l*I/(ncr), recently deduced by Greenwald. 2 0 

The plasma composition was determined as follows: The hydrogen iso
topes in the inilial gas, recycling, and gas puffing were 90% deuterium and 
10% tritium. A spherical deuterium pellet of radius 1.1 mm was injected 
during ohmic heating to raise the density to 10 2 0 m~ 3. The pellet speed 
was set to make the pellet, penetrate almost to the magnetic axis. Spherical 
tritium pellets of radius 2.1 mm were then injected during auxiliary heating 
to achieve the final operating density. 

We chose to use a deuterium-dominated gas fill and recycling because 
this mode is likely to be characteristic of the initial tritium operation in 
CIT, in order to keep tritium inventory low. This type of low-tritium shot 
will probably be a critical operation phase of the machine, since full 50% 
tritium fill and recycling shots will be much less frequently' allowed. A 
useful byproduct of this mode of operation is that depletion of tritium by 
recycling provides a natural burn control mechanism in our simulations. 

The boundary conditions on the particle densities were fixed at 1/3 of 
the iniil.il central values, with initially parabolic profiles. The boundary 
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temperatures were fixed at T e j = Tia = 0.1 keV. The shape of the plasma 
boundary was given by the parametric representation R = Racos{a — 
£ acoo#) and Y = a«: asin0, where R is the major radius, Y is the height 
off the midplane, 0 < 6 < 2ir, and the coefficients are given in Table 1. 
During shutdown, the plasma was shifted outward by 4 cm, and pumping 
on the outer protective tiles was assumed to reduce the electron density as 
indicated in Fig. 1. For the empirical model we used a fixed (Zcjf) = 1.5, 
with hydrogen isotope dilution computed assuming a carbon impurity. 

Sawtooth reconnections in these simulations conserve helical flux and 
flatten density and temperature profiles.1 3 The magnetic field energy de
stroyed during the reconnection heats the electrons in the mixing region. 
For numerical simplicity, we used a constant sawtooth period of 0.3 seconds 
in the reference simulations shown belov.'. This is the value inferred at a 
temperature of 1C keV and an energy confinement time of 0.3 seconds from 
the scaling reviewed in Eq. (12.1.7) of Bateman. 2 1 

3. Results from Empirical Mode! 

The curves in Fig. 2 show the evolution of plasma beta as a function of 
time for various values of the energy confinement parameter. o/.w> used la 
the empirical transport model [see Eq. (101. Here, beta is the ratio of the 
total plasma pressure (including the pressure from fast alpha particles) to 
the vacuum magnetic pressure 

The range of simulations shown in Fig. 2 probably represents the minimum 
uncertainty for extrapolations using the present version of this model. (The 
much smaller uncertainties originally quoted for the coefficients in the for
mula 1 6 for Tjf"* used in constructing this model may have resulted from an 
inappropriate statistical weighting procedure, as explained below.) 



B. Semiempirical Model 
1. T r a n s p o r t Coefficients 

Semiempirical transport coefficients of the form 

atp ( P * / < B B ) 
! | i i j t / 2 

(15) 

\i = 0.5.x« + x?H(Zejf), (16) 

Da=0.2x„ (IT) 

had previously been obtained 1 6 by applying the model of Pfeiffer and Walt2 3 7 

to the local transport analysis of circular and noncircular plasmas. The 
particular choice for the fractional powers of n £ used in this model resulted 
from choosing the best global scaling of Pfeiffer and Waltz for low-density, 
circular, ohmic plasmas 1 ' and applying the quasineutrality dimensional con
straint of Connor and Taylor"2 for a collisional, high-/? plasma. The factor 
involving dlnptt,/dlnp was inserted to produce correct radial profiles for 
models with t > 0. 

The factor in the square brackets here scales globally as about 

• Ta3'2 

(RI^Z;<)) m 

and is about constant for ohmically heated plasmas. Calibrating such a 
mod"l against data from experiments with auxiliary heating is known as 
"removing the ohmic constraint." The exponent t, obtained from scans of 
power (or plasma current) with auxiliary heating, is called the "confinement 
degradation exponent." For an almost identical model to that used here, 1* 
such a procedure gave a0 = 4.0 x 10 1 9 ±37%, a j = 2.1 x 10 3 3 ±33%, and 
Q ; = 1.1 x 10 4 7 ±45% for models using the exponent / = 0. t = 1 . and 
/ = 2, respectively. The error bounds cpioted here for each choice of a are 
the standard deviations between the best fit to data points and parameter 
scans from five different tokamaks. 1" Although the t — 1 model gives the 
best fit to this experimental data base, models with 0 < t < 2 cannot be 
excluded on the basis of this analysis. 
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The scaling with elongation, rc, was determined separately by comparing 
values of ($) obtained from simulations against experimental data from the 
D-IH tokamak 1 8 , 2 3 for a scan of auxiliary heatrd discharges with fixed safety 
factor at the boundary qa and different elongations K. The strong scaling 
with K reflects the fact that both the total plasma current and average 
minor radius increase with K for fixed values of half-width and qa. An 
uncertainty of about ±1 in the K-scaling exponent calibrated at K ~ 1.5 
suggests a contribution to the uncertainty in the diffusion coefficients of 
about - 3 3 % for CIT. 

The semiempirical model is also designed to reproduce trends in impu
rity transport observed experimentally.1* To implement the explicit trans
port of impurities in CIT simulations, the initial helium concentration of 
itHe/ne = 1% was increased to a volume average of 8% after the first (deu
terium) pellet, with a net influx of the shape indicated in Fig. 1. Suice sub
sequent pellet injections dilute this initial helium concentration and since 
the fusion production of helium is small, this amount of helium should 
have relatively little effect on the fusion burn. Carbon was added to give 
an initial volume average effective charge of (Zeff) = 1-5. After the car
bon concentration was diluted by hydrogen pellet injection, an additional 
carbon influx was used during auxiliary and alpha heating, as indicated in 
Fig. 1. to increase (Z e / / ) back up to 1.4 by the end of the burn. 

For numerical convenience, we added small terms to the diffusion co
efficients which were particularly useful when explicitly transporting im
purities. To correct for omission of small finite Larmor radius effects in 
the semiempirical diffusion coefficients and neoclassical fluxes, we added 
'2(ppl/ni\t to all of the diffusivities, where \ e is the semiempirical diffusiv-
ity given above. Here 2pp = 2q[R/p)vthi/£li is the poloidal gyrodiameter 
in a circular plasma, with thermal velocity vthi = ['ITi/m,)1'- based on the 
local ion temperature (in Joules) and average ion mass, m,. The banana-
plateau model used here is inappropriate for carbon near the plasma edge 
and causes numerical problems there. To the carbon anomalous diffusion 
coefficient only, we therefore add a term ( 4 e ) 6 \ e , where \<, is the semiem
pirical diffusivity given above. 
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2. R e s u l t s using t h e Semiempjr ical M o d e l 

Here we document the effects of changing various model'iv: •, o îd ma
chine parameters for CIT simulations using the semiempirical .iodel just 
described. For the results shown here, the maximum volume average elec
tron density was 8 x 1C2 0 ro~% which was the optimum indicated by pre
liminary global energy confinement studies. The time-dependent boundary 
conditions and constraints on the simulations are shown in Fig. 1. 

Figures 3 through 5 show the time evolution of the profiles for the 
leference simulation using the semiempirical model. Figure 3 shows the 
electron temperature in keV along the vertical axis plotted against the flux 
surface half-width in meters along the horizontal axis and time in seconds 
along the receding axis. The duration of the 20 MW of auxiliary heating is 
indicated along the time axis. The electron temperature shows two distinct 
peak4' in temperature. The first peak occurs during t'.& lov^ density phase, 
after the first small deuterium pellet, while the current is being ramped 
up. This relatively low-density high-temperature phase is used to freeze in 
the current profile to keep the sawtooth mixing radius small. The second 
temperature peak shows the effect of ignition which occurs after the tritium 
pellets ha^; been injected and the volume-averaged electron density raised 
to 8 x l O ^ m - 3 . This peak persists for a second or so after the auxiliary 
heating is turned off. The temperature then decays as ignition is lost due to 
the combined effects of the loss of tritium (as it is replaced by deuterium), 
accumulation of carbon impurity (which enhances radiation loss and dilutes 
the hydrogenic densities), and the expanding sawtooth mixing radius (as 
more current penetrates to the center of the plasma). 

Figure 4 shows the electron density profile as a function of flux-surface 
half-width and time. Pellet, injection times are indicated along the time 
axis. It can be seen that the second and third pellets do not penetrate all 
the way to the magnetic axis, although diffusion, Ware pinch, and sawtooth 
oscillalir,ns rapidly fill in the central density profile. Between 10 and 12 
seconds, the central density is sawtoothing between about 0.9 and 1.4 x 19 2 1 

electrons per cubic meter. Individual sawtooth oscillations are not well 
resolved on these profile versus time plots. After 9.5 seconds, the density 
is decreased during the shut-down operation. 

Figure 5 shows the flux-surface-averaged current density profile as a 
function of fiux-surface half-width and time. The duration of the current 
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ramp is indicated along the time axis. The gradually changing radial extent 
of the sawtooth mixing region shows up particularly well in this plot as a 
relatively flat central region out to an off-axis maximum. The negative 
current spike that marks the outer edge of the sawtooth mixing region can 
be seen in some of the time slices. The sharp central peak is the result of 
trapped particle effects in the neoclassical factor contributing to electrical 
resistivity. The rest of the current density profile evolves slowly on the 
sawtooth time scale, as current slowly diffuses into the plasma core. The 
edge of the current profile suddenly disappears as the total plasma current 
is reduced during the shut-down phase. 

Among the uncertainties in this semiempirical model that we investi
gated in these simulations, it was found thai the uncertainty in the con
finement degradation exponent, t had the largest effect on ignition. The 
results for various values of t are shown in Fig. 6, where beta is plotted as a 
function of time during the discharge. In order to maintain approximately 
constant deposition profiles from the injected pellets for different values 
of the exponent t, the tritium pellet velocities were adjusted to be about 
2i~l,'~ km/s. The values of the coefficients ai/2 and Q 3 / 2 were interpolated 
from the values Q 0 = 4.0 x 10 1 9 , ai = 2.1 X 10 3 3 , and a = 1.1 x 10 4 7 , which 
provided the best fit to experimental data. 

For the model that provides the best fit to the available experimen
tal data, (the model with exponent t = 1), the plasma (3 continues to 
rise after cessation of auxiliary heating at 9.3 s, indicating ignition, until 
the exchange of tritium for deuterium at the boundary reduces the fusion 
power production, providing a natural burn control mechanism. Ignition 
was stronger in identical simulations with balanced deuterium-tritium con
centrations throaghout the run. For more pessimistic choices of the con
finement degradation exponent (for larger values of the exponent / ) , the 
fusion heating is still substantial, but it it is not sufficient to raising the 
plasma pressure (to ignite the plasma) after cessation of auxiliary heating. 

The sensitivity of the simulations to various other parameters is indi
cated in Table 2. There we show the logarithmic derivative of the maximum 
achieved pressure, d\n(/3)/'d\aX', for various parameters, X, around the 
reference point t = 1, Z e / / = 1.5, pellet speed = 2 km/s, heating location 
Pheat/a = 0.5, and sawtooth period 0.3 s. Variation of parameters like the 
impurity concentration, pellet velocity, and heating location, can evidently 
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all have a significant impact on ignition. (Since the plasma density source 
for a given size pellet i& inversely proportional to its speed in the model used 
here, 2 , 1 varying the speed is equivalent to testing for sensitivity to uncer
tainties in the ablation rate.) By contrast, the start-up method chosen here 
has successfully kept the sawtooth inversion radius rather small, so varying 
the sawtooth period has relatively little impact in these simulations. 2 5 

III. GLOBAL ENERGY CONFINEMENT 
Since there is a large body of data on global energy confinement, it is 

useful to compare the above results to extrapolations using global energy 
confinement scalings, 

A. Pfeiffer-Waltz Type of Scaling 
To our knowledge, there is only one such scaling which has been sys

tematically calibrated against data from a variety of heating methods. 3 6 

Our present application of this model assumes effectively equivalent heat
ing profiles for ohmic, cyclotron resonance, and alpha heating, to give 

" - -'^-f^f"+"-' (' - i) (TT^) • 
where <>£ = 2.6 x 10 ^ in SI units, n is the volume average electron den
sity, and Tkev is the density-weighted volume average of the average of the 
ion and electron temperatures in keV, the soft density limit for pellet fu
elling is n.w,, = 2.1 x lO10B/(qcyiRo),36 and the cylindrical q-value q^i is 
defined just after Eq. (10). The terms in this equation represent a global 
energy confinement version of the Pfeiffer-Waltz scaling with the ohmic 
constraint removed, 1 7 followed by the heating efficiency factor (1 +0.7qcyi), 
the sawtooth correction factor {1 — 1/qjL), and a density limit correction 
1/{1 -r " V " l / U ) - Unlike the semiempirical transport model, this confine
ment scaling had been systematically calibrated up to the density limit 
before the start of the present study. It is therefore interesting to survey 
the predictions of this scaling up to the very high densities potentially al
lowed by the new density limit formula derived by Greenwald et al . 2 D These 
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results, shown in Fig. 7, were obtained by solving the stationary global 
energy balance (a 0-D calculation) 

ft« = + i U - POH - Pa- (20) 

Here Paux is the auxiliary heating power plotted in Fig. 7, V is the plasma 
volume in an elliptical approximation, Py^m is the bremsstrahlung for a 
uniform plasma with ZCJJ = 1.5, and the ohmic heating is obtained by 
applying Braginskii's formulas to a uniform plasma of electron density «, 
temperature T, and charge 1.5. (The details of these calculations are doc
umented in a report by Singer and Ku. 2 ' ) The fusion heating was obtained 
by integrating the cross sections of Hively et a l . 2 8 over parabolic density 
and temperature profiles for concentric ellipses with constant ellipticity. In 

t doing this, we assumed 60% deuterium in the hydrogen isotopes and a reac-
tant fraction in the ions of 0.896 (appropriate to n / f , /n c = 0.01 and carbon 
to ZtfJ = 1.5). 

The power requirement at. the saddle point, in Fig, 7 is qualitatively com
patible with the results in Fig. 2, where ignition is apparently just achieved 
in the analogous plasma transport model with 20 MW of auxiliary heat
ing. Since these models were derived independently from two completely 
different types of data base, this agreement by better than a factor of two 
is encouraging. Figure 8 shows a quantitative comparison between the evo
lution of the global energy confinement, time from a simulation using the 
reference t = 1 semiempirical model compared to the energy confinement 
time given by Eq. (19). The lower horizontal line in this figure shows the 

"confinement time obtained from the global energy balance corresponding 
to the point x on Fig. 7 (T = 9.3 keV,rc = 8 x 10 2 0 m~ 3 which are the 
parameters at maximum /? in the reference transport simulation). A better 
comparison would use the new density limit by Greenwald 2 0 hi place of 
TiMu in Eq. (19) for TE- For parabolic density profiles, this gives a volume-
averaged density limit of 0.75 x 1020I/(irar). The upper horizontal line 
shows T£ from a global energy balance at T = 9.3 keV and n = 8x 10 2 Oni~ 3 

using this substitution for n l W l l in Eq. (19). The difference between these 
two formulations is relatively small at elongations na ~ 1.5 where the two 
models have been calibrated, but becomes substantial at the higher elonga
tion K„ = 2 in the CIT design. At this level of comparison, the agreement 
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between the two methods of prediction seems as good as can be expected 
from the present accuracy of calibration for each model. 

B. Other Global Energy Confinement Scalings 
Of the many proposed global energy confinement scalings, 2 7 ' 2 9 the one 

given above in Sect. II.A.l has been used most extensively for studies of 
CJT performance. 1 9 It is important to note that extrapolation from the 
performance of operating tokamak experiments to CIT depends very sen
sitively on the exponents used in these scalings. 

While the formula for rjj" 1 used in this model [Eq. (8)i was derived 
systematically from a data base, there is a potentially significant problem 
with the way the data was weighted in this derivation. In particular, the 
scaling as originally reported, 

v.0.28±0.16rl3')±0.06/= \0.26±0.03_l.l6±0.27/p /„\1.6S±QA2 
aui l f t -10.42±0.1O2a { -Uf ' ~ \no/a) 
E i U £0.0940.07^0.5820.03 

(21) 
was derived by weighting subsamples sorted by tokamak as if they were 
uncorrelated random samples from a normal distribution. In particular, 
the formula used for defining best fit parameters was 

2 

X = ^Xt, (22) 

where Xi are the scaling exponents computed by regression analysis for a 
particular tokamak, and 07 are the associated variances. It is intuitively 
clear that the data from each tokamak are instead highly correlated. The 
variance between tokamaks can be shown, post facto, to be much larger for 
some of the scaling exponents from this data analysis than the variance for 
data from particular tokamaks. 3 0 Thus, repeated measurements of a single 
tokamak do not continue to reduce the overall variance as assumed in this 
weighting formula. 

While still not statistically rigorous, a somewhat more appropriate method 
is to use an unweighted mean to combine the regressions reported by Kaye 
and Goldston 1 6 for each tokamak. {This assumes that the variance in data 
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from one tokamak is negligible compared to the variance between toka-
maks.) This gives 

^0.23±0.33«.17±0.12/ = \0.14d:0.14/Tl.lS±0.27f p /_\1.6S±0.42 
-<"« _ 1 O - 1 0 - 4 2 - £ - L_l£ Z {•"•o/al / 2 „ . 

E — l u jy-0.02±0.12p0.5S±0.11 - y ' 

Tlie error estimates in this formula are the quantitative basis for the state
ment above that there are sizeable errors involved in extrapolating the 
empirical transport model to CIT. For example, a power-scaling exponent 
of ap = 0.55 ± 0.11 = (0.44, 0.55, 0.66) can be seen from global power 
balance to be roughly comparable to a confinement degradation exponent 
in the semiempirical model of I — o p / ( l - ap) ~- (0.8, 1.2, 1.9). This 
may seem obvious, but the implications for making systematic progress in 
reducing the uncertainties in such extrapolations are significant. 

.There is an ongoing effort to determine more accurate global energy con
finement scalings from the increasing wealth of experimental data. Since 
Ohmic heating is important in the early stages of CIT discharges, it is par
ticularly important to determine the transition between the Olimic heating 
and the auxiliary heating energy confinement times. The transition given 
by Eq. (10) may be too gradual. Finally, we have yet to learn whether or 
not the heating from fusion alpha particles degrades energy confinement as 
much as other forms of auxiliary heating. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

The most important result reported here is that ignition is obtained for 
the CIT parameters using a transport model previously calibrated against 
L-mode experimental data. The semiempirical t = 1 model used here is per
haps the best available predictive model fit to experimental da.ta, since it 
has been systematically derived from a reasonably broad and detailed data 
base. Moreover, the simulations presented here were done with a realistic 
start-up scenario and reasonably conservative assumptions about tritium 
inventory in the limiters, heating profiles, pellet velocity, and impurity con
tamination. We would suggest that this model gives the most accurate 
assessment of the likely plasma performance, assuming the present design 
parameters for the toroidal field, plasma current, and heating power. 
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These encoxiraging conchisions are presently tempered by a large degree 
of uncertainty concerning the stability of the plasma profiles, the accuracy 
of the source calculations, and the validity of the transport model. Poten
tial instabilities include double tearing modes, density limit disruptions, 
fishbones, pressure-driven external kinks, and ballooning modes. Since 
monotonic q{p) profiles are maintained during start-up in the simulations 
presented here, there is no particular reason to suspect that these profiles 
would be subject to double tearing instabilities. This is important, since re
distribution of the poloidal flux could increase the sawtooth mixing radius, 
broadening the profiles, and consequently making it more difficult to reach 
ignition. Due to the current ramp-up scenario used in these simulations, 
the sawtoolh mixing radius starts out small and gradually grows to about 
half t he plasma half-width (or one quarter of the plasma volume) while the 
plasma is igniting. All other things being equal, the smaller the sawtooth 
mixing radius and the more peaked the temperature and density profiles, 
the easier it is to reach ignition. 

Conditions conducive to density limit disruptions occur only near the 
end of shutdown, because we do not pump out carbon as we ramp the den
sity down. As the plasma ramps down, carbon near the plasma edge recom-
bines to C + 2 and increases the radiated power. This is a well-documented 
signature of the approach to density limit disruptions in at least one toka-
mak. 3 1 This condition occurs only near the end of shutdown in our sim
ulations, when the magnetic and kinetic energy are about two orders of 
magnitude below their maxima. Since we keep the density well below the 
limit recently deduced by Greenwald et al . , 2 0 density limits should not be 
a significant factor in determining the validity of our simulations. 

Fishbone instabilities are rapid oscillations which can be driven by non
thermal ion distributions. When the maximum (8) is achieved in the refer
ence simulation with the t = 1 semiempirical model, the contribution due 
to fast alphas is (3a) = 0.3% absolute. To tect theories of the interaction of 
fusion products with thermal plasma is one of the main purposes of the CIT, 
so the possibility of such instabilities is not per se undesirable. It would, 
nevertheless, be desirable to have a detailed analysis of such instabilities 
for the types of profiles generated here. The BALDUR code prodiices diag
nostics which would be useful in such a study, but this is beyond the scope 
of the present paper. 
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Pressure-driven external kink modes have been associated with disrup
tions in tokanmks at high {$). Work is under way to analyze the stability 
of our simulated profiles to these modes. The presence of a close-fitting, 
low-resistivity vacuum vessel, which is planned for CIT, should have a sig
nificant stabilizing effect on such instabilities. 

The profiles produced from the reference t = 1 semiempirical simula
tions described above have been found to be unstable to ideal MHD bal
looning modes within the central low shear sawtooth mixing region. A 
more relevant analysis should result from including kinetic effects such as 
finite Larnior radii and trapped particles. A code exists which includes 
such effects in a fairly complete manner and also produces estimates of 
the resulting quasilinear particle and energy fluxes. 3 2 Since the semiempir-
ical model reflects an attempt to experimentally calibrate fluxes dependent 
on the pressure profile steepness, an analysis with such a code niight be 
particularly instructive. 

Uncertainties in the source terms used for these simulations will be 
partly resolved by continuing improvements in models of cyclotron reso
nance beating, pellet ablation, and neutral gas transport. The most diffi
cult task will be to predict impurity sources and transport. Here we only 
note that values of {Zrff) similar to those used for these simulations have 
routinely been achieved at high plasma densities. A thorough empirical 
study aimed at extrapolating present results on this topic to CTT would be 
useful. 

The validity of the transport models depends on how well they are cal
ibrated and how appropriately they are applied. Fortunately, high-power 
heating in the JET experiment should very nearly reproduce all of the di-
mensionless thermal plasma parameters [8, vtm, pp,/p. e, q. . . . ) required in 
GIT. An exception is the ratio of the Debye length to the machine dimen
sions, but this does not play a role in most theories of plasma transport in 
tokamaks. It should, therefore, be appropriate to apply models calibrated 
against this and other data to predictions for CIT if the models obey the 
quasineutrality constraint, and have been tested against a wide variety of pa
rameter scans. 3 3 The semiempirical models described above are explicitly 
designed to mak^ such similarity transformations. The empirical model 
used here and several of the other transport models 3 4 , 3 5 currently in use 
are also nearly or exactly compatible with the quasineutrality dimensional 
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constraint. Of particular interest are two theory-based models which have 
been qualitatively 3 4 or quantitatively 1* compared to a variety of experimen
tal data. At present, both of these models use an empirical constraint to 
determine the scaling with plasma current, a scaling which is crucial for 
CIT. This and the fact that these models are still being experimentally cal
ibrated made them less attractive for the present simulations, but models 
of this type may rapidly become more useful for predictive modelling. For 
all the models, however, more statistically rigorous testing against a wider 
data base will be necessary before quantitative statements can be made 
about their accuracy. 

While our studies indicate that the most likely outcome of limiter opera
tion at full CIT parameters would be an increase in the plasma pressure af
ter shutting off auxiliary heating (i.e., ignition), there are, fortunately, two 
modes of CIT operation which allow for better performance, as a "hedge" 
against these uncertainties. First, better control of the tritium mix might 
be achieved by pumping deuterium during the discharge or by precondi
tioning the graphite liner tiles with tritium. Additional tritium pellets or 
more tritium in the recycled gas would then improve the deuterium-tritium 
mix. albeit at the expense of a larger tritium, inventory. Detailed analysts 
of this problem will require a rather sophisticated coupling between models 
of the core plasma, neutral gas, and surface structures. 

A second method of improving plasma performance is operation with 
a poloidal divertor. This may give better energy confinement and/or im
purity control. Recent comparison of inner-wall limiters and divertors in 
an open configixration not too dissimilar from that planned for CIT show 
only a modest improvement in confinement with the divertor (on the or
der of 10%). 3 6 But differences between divertors and rail limiters on other 
machines have been more dramatic, and the reasons for these differences 
are not fully understood. To address this question for CIT, it would be de
sirable to have an appropriate experimentally calibrated model of divertor 
plasmas. Shear stabilization of transport at low collisionality is presently 
being added to the semiempirical model in the BALDUR code to study this 
problem. 
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Tab]e 1. CIT Parameters 

Parameter Symbol (Units) Value 

Major Radius Roita) 1.32 
Midplane Half-width a (m) 0.43 
Elongation Ka 2.0 
Triangularity ba 0.4 
Max. Toroidal Field B0(1) 10.4 
Max. Plasma Current I (MA) 10.0 

Helium fraction nHe[ne 0.08 (before T pellets) 
0.01 (after T pellets) 

Ztjj (Carbon and Helium) Z<S! 1.4 
Tritium pellet speed (km/s) 2.0 
Tritium pellet radius (mm) 2.1-2.35 
Number of tritium pellets 2 



Table 2. Sensitivity of Ignition to Variation of Parameters 

Parameter, X d\n(l3)max/d\nX 

Confinement Exponent, t -3.85 
Heating location, pi,tat/a -1.97 
Zc!S - 1 -1.44 
Pellet speed 1.13 
Sawtooth period 0.01 
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Figures 

FIG. 1. Time evolution of the boundary conditions and constraints for ref
erence CIT simulations. The solid lines show the density programming 
for simulations using the empirical model. The short -dashed lines show 
the density programming for simulations using the semiempirical model. 

FIG. 2. Time evolution of ((3) for various values of the energy parameter, 
&LH in the empirical model. Note, txLn — 1 for the Kaye-Goldston L-
mode scaling (KG-L), a^H = 2 for the normal H-mode scaling (KG-H), 
and am = 4 for superior H-mode scaling (KG-2Ej. 

FIG. 3. Time evolution of the electron temperature profile for the refer
ence simulation using the semiempirical model. The time duration of 
auxiliary heating is indicated. 

FIG. 4. Time evolution of the electron density profile for the reference 
semi empirical simulation. Pellet injection times are indicated. 

FIG. 5. Time evolution of the flux-surface-averaged current density profile 
for thf reference semiempirical simulation. Duration of the current ramjj 
is indicated. 

FIG- 6. Time evolution of ((3) for various values of the confinement degra
dation exponent parameter, 1, in the semiempirical model. 

FIG. 7. Auxiliary heating power (in MW) required to maintain GIT plas
mas in thermal equilibrium using a global version of Pfeiffer-Waltz scal
ing with the ohtnic constraint removed. Here x marks the conditions 
under which the maximum {/?) was achieved in the reference transport 
simulation of Fig. 2 using the f = 1 semiempirical model. The hyper
bola marked j3 = 0.035//(aB) shows an upper stability limit which fits 
a variety of experiments without close-fitting conducting shells. 

FIG. 8. Comparison of global energy confinement times from transport 
modelling and global energy balances. 
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FIG. 1. Time evolution of the boundary conditions and constraints for ref
erence CIT simulations. The solid Lines show the density programming 
for simulations using the empirical model. The short-dashed lines show 
the density programming for simulations using the semiempirical model. 
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#86P03I9 

FIG. 2. Time evolution of (0) for various values of the energy parameter, 
CXIH in the empirical model. Note, a^x = 1 for the Kaye-Goldston L-
mode scaling (KG-L), ain ~ 2 for the normal H-niode scaling (KG-Hj, 
and aw = 4 frr superior H-niode scaling (KG-2H). 
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FIG. 3. Time evolution of the electron temperature profile for the refer
ence simulation using the seniienipirical model. The time duration o{ 
auxiliary heating is indicated. 
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FIG. 4. Time evolution of the electron density profile for the reference 
seniienjpirical simulation. Pellet injection times are indicated. 
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FIG, 5. Time evolution of the flux-surface-averaged current density profile 
for t he reference seniiempirical simulation. Durat ion of the current ramp 
is indicated. 
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PIG. G. Time evolution of (jJ) for various values of (lie coiiliuemeut. degra
dation exponent parameter, /, in the seniieinpiiical nio<lel. 
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FIG. 7. Auxiliary heating power (in MVV) required to maintain CIT plas
mas in thermal equilibrium using a global version of Pfeiffer-Waltz scal
ing with the ohmic constraint removed. Here x marks the conditions 
under which the maximum {i3) was achieved in the reference transport 
simulation of Fig. 2 using the i = I semiempiricai model. The hyper
bola marked )3 = 0.035/l(aB) shows an upper stability limit which fits 
a variety of experiments without close-fitting conducting shells. 
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FIG. 8. Comparison of global energy confinement times from transport 
modelling and global energy balances. 
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